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1.         Introduction

An increasingly popular approach for performing Requirement Engineering (RE) is

scenario based design. Scenarios, examples, mock-ups, and prototypes have also

attracted considerable attention in Human Computer Interaction (HCI), Software

Engineering (SE), and Information System (IS) communities. Loosely all these ideas

can be called scenario based design. A close survey of the literature on existing scenario

approaches [Rolland et al 97] [Ben Achour and Ralyte 97] showed that scenarios are

proposed in a large variety of forms and usages. However there is a marking trend to

define scenarios as textual descriptions of external views of the designed system

behaviour. From the linguistic point of view, one could identify scenarios to stories

composed of actions completed together with informations of static nature. In the HCI

community scenarios have been proposed as detailed descriptions of a usage context so

design decisions can be reasoned about [Carroll 95]. They are also small scale examples

of existing products used to anchor discussion about different design theories [Young et

al.87]. In SE "use cases" have been developed as informal narrative descriptions of use,

responsibilities and services within object oriented design [Jacobson et al 92], [Jacobson

95]. Scenarios in the IS community have evolved to the concept of a rich picture which

gives the social and environmental settings of a required system so that arguments can

be developed about the impact of introducing technology, and the matching between

user requirements and task support provided by the system [Kyng 95]. Finally in RE,

scenario scripts have been proposed as test data for checking dependencies between a

requirements specification and the environment in which it has to function [Potts et al

94] [Holbrook 90].

If they describe how to use scenarios for the elicitation, exploration, or validation of

requirements, very few approaches say how scenarios could be integrated into different

existing methods and supported by tools. Yet, the industrial practitioners see methods as

composite molecular artefacts, made of chunks of several different methods, and to

which emerging techniques, like the scenario approach, might be integrated. There is
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thus a strong need to define supports for the integration of scenarios into different

methods. If many linguistic based instruments have already proposed solutions to

identify requirements diagrams out of textual requirements, few envisage to take

scenarios as input, and even less are those which support genericity towards their target

design model.

The position I take in this paper is that two linguistic models, namely Fillmore's Case

Grammar [Fillmore 68] and Grice's Dialogue Model [Grice 75] can be adapted to the

definition of instruments responding to both purposes. Each of these two linguistic

models may be the core support of a single instrument, the one for automating the

identification of requirement model instances out of scenarios, the other one for

enriching scenarios and requirements through dialogue. These instruments are described

as chunks of methods. That is they are process flows, to which are associated an

intention, usage situations, expected targets, and a process to fulfil the declared

intention. Both chunks may be reused when textual data like scenarios, or the dialogue

in NL are judged to be more convenient communication supports for the RE project.

They do not define approaches for validating or eliciting scenarios, but generic

processes (generic with respect to the target design model) for the assistance and

automation of scenario analysis with linguistic techniques. The purpose of the first

chunk is to automate the translation of textual scenarios, provided by the stakeholders,

into instances of the design models. This chunk relies on Fillmore's process of semantic

analysis of scenarios. Then, a set of heuristic rules defining semantic equivalencies

between linguistic and design model patterns must be applied for the identification of

candidate instances of the target design model. The purpose of the second chunk is to

enrich design models (obtained for example with the first chunk) or scenarios, by

handling a dialogue with the stakeholders. To achieve this goal, this chunk can apply

Grice's dialogue model and reuse the first chunk to identify new candidate instances of

the target design model.

2.         Background in Linguistic based Requirement Engineering

Numerous means for the elicitation of requirements with linguistic techniques have

been proposed. One can distinguish three kinds of instruments corresponding to the

three classical levels of linguistics, namely the lexical, syntactic and semantic levels.

[Goldin and Berry 94] described a method for identifying frequent words or clauses by a

statistical analysis technique traditional in the domain of signal processing. If this

lexical level method has the advantage of being generic and easy to implement, the

lexical knowledge of NL specifications is inadequate for differentiating between

different elements of the target design model.
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Amongst the other works, many have chosen the syntactic approach to NL analysis.

Abott [Abott 83] proposed a technique for developing programs from informal but

precise English descriptions. [Chen 83], [Vadera and Meziane 94] [Sykes 95] discussed

the links between typical structures of English grammar and ER, VDM and NIAM

diagrams, respectively. Another trend was more devoted to the derivation of object

oriented design models from specifications in NL [Saeki et al 89], [Kristen 94], [Liang

and Palmer 94]. These instruments are also based on correspondences between

grammatical functions of the elements participating in a sentence, and the various object

models. The variety of target models dealt with suggest that genericity is possible at this

level of interpretation of the NL. However, the use of grammatical analysis for

identifying several elements having different semantics leads to erroneous results.

Indeed, linguists have shown that the semantic role of an element in a sentence must be

differentiated from its grammatical function. For example an element having the role of

an object moved from a source to a target location may as well have the grammatical

function subject as direct object. It is the case of "the form" in Figure 1.

"The central control delivers the form to the ambulance crew"

"The form passes from the central control to the ambulance crew".

Figure 1

This issue has lead the linguists to differentiate between the surface level which is

related to the syntax, and the semantic level (or deep level) in which the role of the

elements of a sentence may differ from their grammatical function. Fillmore's Case

Grammar [Fillmore 68] has been the most influential in categorising semantic roles.

After [Bouzeghoub et al 85] [Bouzeghoub 92] who described a process for designing

relational databases through semantic models, [Rolland and Proix 92] and [Belkouche

and Kozma 93] defined heuristics rules for instantiating design models from typical

structures of the case grammar. A related work is [Ohnishi 94,] [Ohnishi 96] who

propose to build software requirements in VDRL from textual requirements in Japanese,

based on a typology of concepts very similar to the semantic roles of the case grammar.

None of the instruments quoted above proposes a solution adapted to more than one

specific design model. Nevertheless the Case Grammar is suitable to the semantic

characterisation of any design models as well as to the semantic characterisation of any

NL sentence. Genericity might thus be supported by an instrument built on the Case

Grammar. Moreover, none of these instruments does address the problem of abstraction,

and rare are those which support dialogue for completing and validating the requirement
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already extracted. Indeed the NL texts inputs of these instruments are supposed to be

specifications, that is already abstract, valid and complete requirements.

On the contrary, scenarios are supposed to be partial views and may contain elements

belonging to any level of abstraction. When he is faced to such situations, a stakeholder

may follow guided processes as offered within intention based computer aided RE tools.

However classical techniques of guidance use menu interactions ([Grosz et al 97] , [Si

Said and Ben Achour 95]) to capture the stakeholder's intention, which is felt as a

constraint to the stakeholder's creativity. A relevant solution seems to be to engage a

dialogue in NL with the stakeholder, as suggested by Robertson [Robertson 95] who

describes how to handle a scenario-centred dialogue to complete requirements. Using

NL dialogue as a strategy to interact with a stakeholder during guidance raises important

issues : how should the dialogue be initiated, how to interpret the stakeholder's

interventions, how should new questions emerge from this interpretation ?

3.         Position to a linguistic support of dialogue and scenario interpretation

As defined in the introduction, my position is that two chunks of method, designed as

generic linguistic instruments can provide the adequate frame to support the integration

of scenarios into various RE methods. The chunk approach has the advantage of

allowing a modularity adapted to the needs of modular RE projects. Moreover, chunks

of methods are adaptable; that is to say they are designed to run with several different

requirements models. The first chunk I describe underneath handles the activities of

completing and validating scenarios through an interactive dialogue with the

stakeholders. The model of this dialogue is inspired by Grice's dialogue model,

completed with Roulet's functional model of the dialogue. The second chunk performs

the interpretation of scenarios and instantiates patterns of any target design model. To

handle this activity, Fillmore's Case Grammar is adapted for defining the semantics of

NL scenarios and of various design models.

3.1.      A chunk for supporting the dialogue with the stakeholder

Linguistic Philosophers like Austin [Austin 62] or Searle [Searle 75] developed the idea

that to support the dialogue, functions of the intervention (like assert, authorise,

criticise, declare, interrogate, suggest, warn, etc.) had to be recognised on the basis of

contextual informations. More generally, the functional model described by Roulet

[Roulet 85] gives an account of the links between interventions. Exchange links define

complete dialogue interactions whereas complex links gather interventions within which

the initial intervention (usually a question) is not answered to by the remaining of the
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dialogue. Functional modelling defines thus when dialogue should be continued, but

does not answer to the issue of choosing how to continue the dialogue.

A solution is at least partially provided by Grice [Grice 75] who underlines the necessity

to recognise the speaker's intention. Grice defines a co-operation principle : "any verbal

contribution must be such that imposes the general goal of the conversation, at the

moment when this intervention is realised". To fulfil this principle, the speaker should

follow four groups of maxims (quantity, quality, manner, and relationship) which when

violated give rise to new questions about the rational for this violation. Unfortunately,

the mechanisms for inferring the new questions are not implementable as such.

Guiding the dialogue with the stakeholder is in some respects similar to guiding other

RE processes. The experience within the field of RE has proved that the context of a

stakeholder's activity, and especially his intention could be modelled to guide the

requirement engineering processes [Rolland 94]. Such model may be adapted to define

the process part of the dialogue chunk. The dialogue model I propose in Figure 2

integrates Grice's dialogue model and the functional model to the model of intention

based processes. The dialogue is composed of interactions which are complex

sequences of interventions emerging from the context of the dialogue.

The situation which is a part of the context already described in the initial process

model is refined into three classes of situations . The linguistic situations depend on the

Dialogue
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Figure 2 : Dialogue Model
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linguistic knowledge of the tool. The content situations only define the lexicon of the

elements currently part (or proposed as part) of the product. Pragmatic situations include

the specification model and identify the product state in the term of this model.

Each intervention is a message passing between correspondents  (the stakeholder or the

tool). We define two possible types of interventions : questions and declarations .

Questions are defined as the combination of the situation to the dialogue intention. A

question-declaration pair makes a basic interaction if the declaration is the answer

corresponding to the question. However it may happen that the correspondent replies by

an other question or by a declaration which does correspond to the expected answer

defined as the target in the context. For example, if the RE intention is to identify the

state transitions of objects, the question arises "In which state transition is the object O

involved ?". To this question the stakeholder might answer "What is a state transition

?", or "I would rather like address state transitions later". In this case of complex

interaction, new dialogue intentions may be deduced from the difference between the

real answer and the expected answer. Then, new questions arise and the dialogue

continues until the relevant state transition has been provided. When the description of

the state transition is given, the dialogue is finished, and the translation chunk may be

called to propose the equivalent state transition in the terms of the target model.

3.2.      A chunk for interpreting scenarios

As defined earlier, the purpose of the translation chunk is to identify candidate instances

of the target design model. To realise this translation, the chunk has to perform a

semantic analysis of the input NL sentences. As for other instruments quoted above,

Fillmore's case grammar was selected for the semantic analysis. This technique has

indeed the advantage of providing a structured view on the semantic, and to be

adaptable, as shown by the numerous subsequent versions which were proposed

([Shanck 73], [Wilks 77], [Simmons 73], [Boguraev and Spark-Jones 87], [Dik 89]).

The translation chunk, in opposition to the dialogue chunk, is defined by a linear

process able to provide results without further intervention of the stakeholder after the

initial input of textual scenarios. If the sentence is only a simple clause, the semantic is

performed in two steps. First, the syntax of the input sentences is unified with the verb

syntax. The sentence is then rewritten in a normalised structure. Second, the normalised

sentence may be unified with the semantic structure of the verb, which leads to the

emergence of an instantiated semantic pattern for the sentence. If the sentence is

composed of several clauses, each clause is first analysed separately as stated above.

Then the global structure of the sentence is normalised, and unified with the structure of

typical sentence semantic patterns. Once semantic analysis is performed, a set of
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heuristic rules defining the mapping between case semantic patterns and patterns of the

target model are triggered until no new matching is possible.

4.         Conclusion

Emerging requirement engineering methods converge towards the inclusion of end

stakeholders within the RE process. These new stakeholders are not considered as

specialist in RE, are not used to the design formalisms, but are able to express their view

on designed system in natural language. It is in this context that scenario based

approches and linguistic based instruments were proposed for improving requirement

engineering tools and techniques. However, at the same time, RE practitioners ask for

more modularity within method, intending at the end to define purposeful RE methods

themselves.

This work intends to define a starting framework for responding to both requirements.

One the one hand, linguistic instruments are proposed to support dialogue with the

stakeholder and automate the analysis of scenarios described in NL. On the other hand,

these instruments are presented as generic chunks adaptable to any method, or any

scenario based approach to requirement engineering. However previous experiences

have proved that both instruments are viable, some issues have to be solved before they

were implementable into real tools. In particular the dialogue intentions are not clearly

defined at the moment. Likewise, the possible answers of the stakeholders, and the way

to identify the new stakeholder's intentions during an automated dialogue have not been

tackled. For the translation chunk, the case grammar has now already been largely

experimented as a way to identify the semantics of texts like scenarios. More immediate

results may be expected in this field, which necessitates to describe the equivalence

rules between case patterns and several target model patterns.
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